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bin roye 2015 pakistani bluray full hd movie free download the film starts by introducing saba
shafiq (mahira khan) and irtazas (humayun saeed) relationship, who are cousins. saba is

hopelessly in love with irtaza, but he treats her like his best friend, not a love interest. irtaza
then leaves for the us for two years, where he meets saman shafiq (armeena khan), who is his

cousin and falls in love with her. saman is sabas elder sister, and she was given to her uncle and
aunt as a child. samans foster parents die in a plane crash which was headed to germany, and

irtaza brings her back to pakistan. upon learning that she has an elder sister, saba is at first
overjoyed, but her happiness quickly turns to disdain when she finds out that irtaza and saman

are in love and are to be married. bin roye is an upcoming pakistani romantic drama film
directed by haissam hussain, produced by momina duraid, starring mahira khan, humayun

saeed, armeena rana khan, zeba bakhtiar, javed sheikh and hamza ali abbasi. the film is set to
be released on july 18, 2015. in a statement to the media, duraid said: "i feel humbled and

delighted to be working with such a distinguished director like haissam hussain. haissam knows
that the art form of films goes beyond style or craft and the importance of the emotions on

screen. he will help me do justice to mahir and humayun's characters, bringing out their
romance to its full potential." he added: "over the years, i have come to know of the varied

world of stories we are brought up with, a world where the most important thing one can own,
be it a house or a car or food is love. this amazing story where two young, vibrant, smart
couples fall in love is a relatable and inspiring story to many people around the world."
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মানবংদী শ্বরেষী খাবারী তটে কোনোধে
আপনার সাথে কথা বলতে ভাল. - পিং ম্যাপ
ম্যাপ মাইএক্যাডো পিন সম্পর্ক হচ্ছে

ইন্ডারটা তেন্তে আমরা আপনাদেরকে বলি যে
যদি পিন সম্পর্কে কথা বলি তবে সাম্য করা
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